The Panhellenic Council at Illinois Wesleyan University met at 8:00 pm on Monday, August 27, 2012. The following members were present:

Kate Roessler
Cory Grapenthien
Mary Heath
Alex Sebens
Brenda Wheeler
Sara Yemm
Baiiee Dunlap
Baylie Gregurich
Jill Kawasaki
Taylor Parsons
Kelsey Emmert
Shannon Baker
JulieAnne Canter
Antonia Jurkovic
Samantha Calhoun
Sarah Forsyth

CALL TO ORDER
President Kate Roessler called the meeting to order at 8:01 and asked for role call.

OFFICER REPORTS:

DIR. OF FORMAL RECRUITMENT
Director of Formal Recruitment Jill Kawasaki reported Gamma Chi training is complete. A training summary will be sent out to those who completed the training. The first recruitment event, the Ice Cream Social and Fashion Show, occurs Sunday, September 2. Those participating in the Fashion Show are requested to be on time.

VP RECRUITMENT
Vice President of Recruitment Alex Sebens reported that Gamma Chi training went well. The Greek Growth Phired Up event also went well. Sebens spent time with the speaker and now has great ideas to help Panhellenic move towards a dynamic recruitment. Currently Recruitment is going well and Potential New Members seem to be excited to participate. Senior Tours are not happening this year as the Senior Memory Walk Through has replaced the tours. If any Officers have questions during this time about Recruitment they are to be directed first to President Roessler.

VP ADMINISTRATION
Vice President of Administration Mary Heath reported that she has distributed updated budgets to Officers. National Panhellenic Council dues have been paid. There is a new Wufoo form to submit reports. The website address is https://iwu.wufoo.com/forms/cph-weekly-report/. Chapters must submit a preliminary budget for Recruitment by September 9th or face a thirty-dollar fee per day the budget is late.

VP ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
Vice President of Academic Excellence Sara Yemm reported that as the Academic Excellence position so new she is working to create goals for herself, executive council, and all sorority members.
Vice President of Standards Taylor Parsons reported she met with the Judicial Board and reviewed Recruitment Rules and procedures with the members. There is another meeting booked for August 29th where they will examine case studies.

Vice President of Public Relations Antonia Jurkovic reported there are 103 likes on the IWU College Panhellenic Facebook page.

Executive Vice President Cory Grapenthien reported that the AFLV awards are in, but Grapenthien will not contact Executive Officers about them until after Recruitment. Delegates were instructed to check their texts and Facebook group pages to stay updated on changing meeting times and locations.

President Kate Roessler reported that this summer she worked primarily with the Officers focused on Recruitment and the Panhellenic Advisor to prepare for our first weeks back at IWU. They planned the pre-recruitment events, worked on executing the marketing strategy, advised the Director of Formal Recruitment on her Gamma Chi training lessons, made decisions regarding the new Unanimous Agreement, and updated the recruitment guide for chapters. Additionally, Roessler prepared for the programming merger with IFC and FSPB by identifying programs already in place that the Director of Women's Programs will work on. Roessler also created and administered performance evaluations. Results will be shared during one on one meetings with each of the officers in the upcoming weeks.

President Roessler called for Chapter reports.

Alpha Gamma Delta reported members walked they will walk in the JDRF Walk on September 24th.

Kappa Delta reported Sarah Forsyth, the Leadership Development Consultant from Kappa Delta National Headquarters, visited the Omicron Chapter during the week of August 19th.

Kappa Kappa Gamma reported that members attended the Lobster Boil and the Day of the Dozer philanthropy events. A member received a scholarship from the Kappa Kappa Gamma Headquarters. The Chapter also received two honorable mentions at the Kappa Kappa Gamma National Convention for Recruitment and Chapter Advisory Board Relations.

Sigma Kappa had no report.

Advisor Blake Bradley reported that he is working on redoing the PNM Booklet to fix problems with the photos. The Chapter information pages are now factual and will
have QR codes. There will also be a chart listing every Chapter’s expenses for PNMs to more easily view and compare.

OLD BUSINESS
VP Recruitment Sebens reviewed proper etiquette for Panhellenic Officers during Recruitment. Members were reminded not to wear letters and try to restrain from openly sitting with their Chapter’s members where PNMs could see.

NEW BUSINESS
Executive VP Grapenthien stressed the importance of considering new members not “babies” or “kiddos” but rather new additions to each Chapter’s sisterhood. When Chapters paint sidewalk chalk for Recruitment they should remember the new members are new members, not children.

Kappa Delta Delegate Wheeler asked for a clarification on visiting PNMs during Recruitment. Advisor Bradley explained that affiliated women are not allowed to enter the residences of unaffiliated women until Recruitment ends on September 16th.

The scholarship application is due at 11:59pm on Wednesday, August 27th.

September 9th is the last day to register for recruitment. Grade checks will be available for Chapters to view starting September 10th.

ANNOUNCEMENTS/INFORMATIVE ITEMS
The FSPB/RHA Price is Right is on Friday August 31, 2012 at 7:00pm in the Hansen Student Center.

The Fashion Show and Ice Cream Social is Sunday September 2, 2012 at 3:00pm in the Hansen Student Center.

ADJOURNEMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 8:45 pm.

Respectfully submitted,

Kate Roessler, President
Mary Heath, VP Administration